Mobility for Aptean Ross ERP
Anywhere, Anytime Access to Your ERP
_______
Aptean Ross ERP recognizes the importance of providing continuous, rapid access to your ERP information to
ensure your workforce stays connected, anywhere and anytime. By making Ross available as a native iPhone and
Android application, as well as offering complete browser-based access, remote workers have on-demand access
to pricing quotes, sales history, inventory, and customer accounts. Using simple dashboards, the mobile capability
of Ross provides a consistent user experience, even when on-the-go, extending your supply chain operations
to mobile devices. Specifically within the ability to access your ERP from any device, Ross includes mobile
functionality in terms of data collection, and production and quality management.

Mobile Production Management
Using Ross Production Manager (RPM), operators and
supervisors can access Ross ERP from the production floor on
their device of choice. As supervisors go from one area to the
next they can keep in touch with what’s happening across the
factory and production management can view the status and
performance of all jobs from anywhere with network access.
Increase efficiency, reduce information errors, and eliminate
paperwork while gaining access to what’s currently happening
in your factory with RPM.
Featuring role-based user profiles and compete functionality
on your device, this integrated enterprise application allows
workers on the production floor to reference today’s job lists and
production plans in real-time and allows supervisors to quickly view job completion percentages, all based on the
production area chosen by the user.
With comprehensive mobile device compatibility, Ross offers this powerful mobile production management tool to
reduce manual burdens on your staff while simulataneously optimizing your entire production environment.

Mobile Inventory Management
Data Collection for Ross ERP provides users with the data they need, when they need it. By gathering real-time
data and insight into the operations of your shop floor, manufacturers can automate materials tracking, improve
accuracy and productivity, make receiving and inventory management more efficient, speed up shipping, and
provide shop floor visibility.
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Using accurate, real-time data on your device of choice (phone,
tablet, handheld scanner, etc.), you’ll be equipped to identify and
address issues or trends as they arise, resulting in higher quality
products, quicker inventory turns, faster time to market, and
lower manufacturing costs.
Enabling the use of Data Collection on any device allows casual
users, such as warehouse supervisors and inventory managers,
to access the application on their mobile device as needs arise
without having to find a handheld scanner or go back to the
office. Ross equips its users with access to data at their fingertips
and at a moments notice for those who need to complete work
on-the-go.

Mobile Quality Management
The first goal of Ross Quality Manager (RQM) is to help you
eliminate handwritten check sheets and spreadsheets – no
more clipboards means that you can capture real-time data
where the quality checks are taking place. By eliminating
paper-based recording and manual entry, you reduce
errors and make information instantly available. With this
information, you can now access quality manager dashboards
and graphs on-the-fly. That allows you to spot trends and
recognize issues in a timely manner. With RQM, all of your
quality data becomes part of your enterprise system and is also
visible in Trace Express.
RQM is designed to reduce costly manual errors, remove
paperwork from the QA function, and deliver quality information to your operators regardless of their location
within the factory. RQM works on a tablet, so it can move with the workers, enabling them to perform inspections
on-the-go. As supervisors move from one area to another, they can keep in touch with the quality activity across
all areas of the facility. Quality managers can view the status of all quality control (QC) tests on a mobile device or
workstation anywhere they have network access.
To learn more about Mobility for Aptean Ross ERP, contact your account manager or email us at
info@aptean.com.

Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management,
and customer experience solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy,
organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and
one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a
mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic
software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas
instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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